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Abstract: We investigated the 2010 Ms5.1 Suining earthquake (a temporally and spatially 
isolated event) centred in Moxi gas field in the tectonically stable central region of Sichuan 
Basin, China. The focal depth is estimated to be approximately 2.8 km and thus the earthquake is 
nucleated in Triassic marine sediment, coincident with the depths of the top boundary of an 
overpressured gas reservoir. The strike/dip/rake of the estimated source fault is 223/48/122, 
showing a rupture area of a dimension of ~2.4 km along a blind reverse fault in agree with the 
geological structures and regional stress regime of this area. Through an integrated analysis, we 
propose that the associated fault slip of this earthquake was most probably initiated and driven by 
gas injection from the underlying overpressured reservoir into the shallower gas reservoirs. No 
aftershocks following the Suining earthquake indicates that the gas injection from the deeper 
reservoir is somewhat episodic and a fault-valve behaviour. 
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1 Introduction 

Temporally isolated moderate-size (approximately M5) 
earthquakes, with no aftershocks or an exceptionally low 
level of aftershock activity, have been observed in a wide 
range of tectonic environments, including: subducted 
lithosphere in the low mantle (Boddington et al., 2004; 
Lundgren and Giardini, 1994), regions of low seismicity 
(Bowman et al., 1990; Michael-Leiba et al., 1994; Stauder 
and Pitt, 1970), seismically active zones (Bakun and 
McEvilly, 1981; Nicholson et al., 1988; Schwartz and 
Christensen, 1988), areas of remotely triggered seismicity 
(Lei et al., 2011), and areas of injection induced seismicity 
(Lei et al., 2008, 2013). Generally, one earthquake always 
raises the odds that there will be another, the mechanism of 
isolated moderate-size earthquakes is thus an interesting 
issue which remains poorly understood. 

On 1 October 2010, an earthquake of Ms 5.1 occurred in 
Moxi gas field located in the central uplift region of Sichuan 
Basin, China. This earthquake is termed the Suining or 
Suining-Tongnan earthquake because it was centred  
in a gas reservoir at the boundary of Suining county of 
Sichuan and Tongnan county of Chongqing (Figure 1). No 
aftershocks were identified from the Sichuan Earthquake 
Administration (SEA) array data above the detection 
threshold magnitude of approximately 2.5 for this area. Two 
portable seismic stations were installed by the Chonqing 
Earthquake Administration (CEA) in about 10 hours after 
the earthquake. In this region, such stations can detect 
shallow earthquake of magnitude greater than 0.5 (Lei et al., 
2013), but no aftershocks were recorded. The Suining 
earthquake is significant for four reasons. First, no 
aftershocks were recorded, indicating it was a temporally 
isolated earthquake. Second, the hypocenter of this 
earthquake was located in a natural gas reservoir that is in 
operation. Third, this earthquake occurred in a seismically 
stable region, in which no earthquake has been recorded for 
more than one thousand years. Fourth, it has a very shallow 
focal depth (Luo et al., 2011), the maximum damage 

intensity reaches VII (Chinese standard) and many houses 
were heavily damaged (He et al., 2010). 

The Suining earthquake is well recorded instrumentally 
by the regional seismic network of the SEA and the CEA. 
This provides an opportunity to obtain a relatively detailed 
view of the source processes which, when integrated with 
the well-known deep structure of the gas reservoir, can 
improve our understanding of shallow isolated earthquakes. 

2 Source parameters 

Inversion using the cut and paste (CAP) method shows that 
the best focal depth falls into the range of 2–6 km (Zhang  
et al., 2011). Surface wave modelling and analysis of depth 
phases recorded at distant stations suggested a depth  
range of 2 ± 1.5 km (Luo et al., 2011). According to the 
experience of a farmer whose house was located very close 
to the epicentre, when the earthquake occurred he felt that 
his bed was raised vertically and then moved horizontally. 
The farmer’s testimony is important evidence that S-waves 
came very soon after the P-wave first motion, probably in 
less than a half period of the P-wave, approximately 0.5 s, 
indicating the focal depth is less than 3 km. At a location 
approximately 120 km southwest of the epicentre of the 
Suining earthquake, there occurred a well-monitored 
injection-induced swarm, known as the 2009–2010 Zigong 
sequence (Lei et al., 2013). Most events were located in the 
Maokou limestone/dolomite formation (P2) (Lei et al., 
2013). It is a generally recognised that shallower events 
generate stronger surface waves. Since the deep structures at 
the two sites are quite similar, a comparison of waveforms 
focusing on Rayleigh waves is helpful for judging the focal 
depth of earthquakes in a site without nearby stations. We 
found that the surface wave pattern of the Ms5.1 Suining 
earthquake, as shown in Figure 2, was similar to events of 
focal depth approximately 3 km from the 2009–2010 
Zigong sequence. 
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Figure 1 Map view showing location and seismological features of the southwestern Sichuan Basin (see online version for colours) 

 
Notes: The isolated Ms5.1 earthquake (red star) is located in the centre of the basin and is a stable region. Seismic clusters in the 

highlighted area such as that indicated as A and C are induced/triggered by fluid injection in gas reservoirs and/or salt 
mines. The grey triangles indicate the wideband seismic stations used in CAP inversion, while white triangles indicate 
stations used in Figure 4. 

 
In order to obtain reliable focal depth and source 
mechanism solutions, we inverse the full moment tensor 
using the generalise cut and paste method (gCAP) (Zhu  
and Ben-Zion, 2013) and seismograms recorded by  
31 broad-band seismometers (Figure 1). An improved 1D 
velocity model obtained by receiver function inversion for a 
nearby site (Wang et al., 2013) was used. The misfit error as 
function of focal depth indicates the best focal depth was 
2.8 km from the surface. The best solution shows an almost 
pure double-couple mechanism. The strike/dip/rake angles 
of two nodal planes of the best solution are 223/48/122 and 
360/51/60, respectively (Figure 3). In addition, we focused 
on some depth phases including pP and sP phases which 
give a strong constraint on the focal depth. As showed in 
Figure 4, seismograms recorded at some stations of proper 
epicentre distance and azimuth show very small amplitude 
of the P-wave 1st motion and very clear sP phases. These sP 
phases give a focal depth range from 2.0 to 2.5 km. With 
consideration of the deep structures and distribution of 
damage intensity, we take the result from our gCAP 
inversion as best fit and suggest that the strike, dip angle, 
and rake of the source fault are 223, 48, and 122, 
respectively. Thus, the source fault is a reverse fault with 
strike-slip component. Such a fault is optimally oriented 
under the present day stress field in the region. The 
principal stress directions are in agreement with the regional 
stress field in the central Sichuan Basin. 

After combining all results and information, we suggest 
2.8 km to be the focal depth, which coincides with the top 
boundary of the overpressured gas reservoir in the lower 

Triassic Jialingjiang limestone/dolomite formation. As 
schematically shown in Figure 4, the seismograms, radiation 
patterns (polarisation and amplitude) of the suggested 
mechanism solution, simplified mean velocity structures, 
identified depth phases (sP), and shallow focal depth are in 
agreement with each other. 

We further applied spectra analysis to estimate the 
corner frequency, stress drop and rupture radius by 
assuming a circular rupturing zone on the fault. 

The recorded displacement spectral amplitude A(f) is 
given by the production of the source term S(f), the path 
term D(f), the geometrical spreading G(R), and the 
instrument response I(f): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A f S f D f G f I f=  (1) 

where R is the hypocentre distance, f is frequency. Equation 
(1) works for both P and S/Lg waves with different S(f), 
D(f), and G(R) (m*s) terms for the respective wave types. 

The path term D(f) can be expressed as (Ottemöller and 
Havskov, 2003) 

0
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where Q0 and α are constant defining the frequency-
dependent attenuation of seismic waves. Based on 
theoretical model (Aki, 1967), the source term is given by: 
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where fc is the corner frequency, Mo is the seismic moment. 
The moment magnitude is defined as a function of seismic 
moment by (Kanamori, 1977): 
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By assuming a circular rupturing asperity, the stress drop Δσ 
is estimated by (Eshelby, 1957): 
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Figure 2 Three-component velocity seismograph of the  
Ms5.1 Suining earthquake and a M3.8 event of  
well determined focal depth in another site recorded  
by the wide-band seismometer of YUB station 
(epicentre distance R = 136/150 km) 

 
Note: Clear S phases and strong surface waves indicate a 

shear fracturing mechanism and a very shallow 
focal depth (see text for detail). 

Figure 3 Misfit error as function of focal depth obtained using 
gCAP inversion (see online version for colours) 

 
Note: The inner plots show the best model and the 

regional 1D velocity profile used in the inversion. 

The P wave corner frequency fc and the radio of the asperity 
(r), can be estimated using following relation (Madariaga, 
1976): 

( )1/3
0.423

c
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Vsf
M σ
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Δ

 (6) 

0.21 (assuming 08 )
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where Vs is shear wave velocity. 
Both fc and Mo can be estimated by minimising the 

misfit function between the observed and synthetic spectral 
amplitudes. The following previous studies (Ottemöller and 
Havskov, 2003), the misfit function E is defined as: 

1/
, ,

nn
obs i syn ii

E a a⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦∑  (8) 

where n = 1 or 2, both produce equally good results. If the 
catalogue Mw is well defined, fc is the only free parameter. 

We applied these theories to wideband seismograms of 
the Suining earthquake. Figure 5 shows and typical example 
of fitting results with assumed parameters. The estimated 
moment magnitude is 4.83, which is in agreement with the 
value 4.57 estimated by moment tensor inversion. The 
estimated values of corner frequency, stress drop and 
rupture radius are approximately 0.8 Hz, 4 MPa, and  
1.2 km, respectively. These values fall into the general 
ranges of a typical tectonic earthquake of the same 
magnitude. Thus, the ruptured zone is limited in the depth 
range from 1.9 km to 3.7 km. Our results indicate that it is 
impossible to create surface fractures. 
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Figure 4 Seismograms recorded at different epicentre distances along a line perpendicular to the strike of the source fault, and ray paths 
of the 1st P-wave calculated for the 1D mean velocity model of the Sichuan Basin (see online version for colours) 

 
Notes: The source fault and far field P-wave and S-wave radiation patterns from suggested focal mechanism solution are also 

plotted. Scaled waveforms (blue) are plotted to show the very weak P-wave 1st motion. 

Figure 5 Example of amplitude spectrum, assumed parameter, and estimated source parameters of the 2010 Suining Ms5.1 earthquake 
(see online version for colours) 
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Figure 6 Map view showing key data in Moxi gas field: reservoir boundary, faults, and radon anomaly data (after Jia et al., 2005), and 
distribution of damage intensity (Chinese standard) caused by the 2010 Ms5.1 earthquake (after He et al., 2010) (see online 
version for colours) 

 
Notes: The faults are traces on the top surface of the Leikou formation which is ~2,500 m below the grand surface. The radon 

anomaly is measured along lines at the ground surface. Where MX and TN are Moxi town and Tongnan County, 
respectively. 

 
3 Tectonic and petroleum-geologic backgrounds 

The Sichuan Basin in southwestern China is located within 
the northwest portion of the stable South China block. The 
basin is characterised by three major units: 

1 a northwestern depression on the northwest 

2 a northeast trending central uplift 

3 a southeastern fold belt on the southeast (Figure 1). 

Sediment layers, overlying the Pre-Cambrian crystalline 
basement, show a gradual thinning from approximately  
13 northwest to approximately 7 km southeast. In the 
central uplift unit, the upper layer is lightly deformed  
with flat folds, blind (few exposed) reverse faults, and 
widely distributed detachments at different depths along 
evaporative layers. The crystalline basement is characterised 
by strong metamorphic rock. The Sichuan Basin, with the 
exception of its boundaries, is relatively stable. However, in 
the southwest of the basin, there have been a number of 
seismic swarms, which mirror fluid injections and thus are 
important (Lei et al., 2008, 2013). 

Dolomite/limestone layers, which are capped by gypsum 
layers, in the Leikoupo formation (T2l) have a porosity in 
the range of 5.84%~12.59% and permeability between 

0.0073~37.2 mD (Wang et al., 1998). Gas in the locally 
developed dolomite layers in Jialingjiang formation (T1j) 
shows high pressure with a pressure ratio R~2.2 (Xu et al., 
2006). Studies of carbon isotopes, biomarker com pounds, 
and three-dimensional fluorescence characteristics indicate 
that the Upper Permian and Middle to Lower Triassic 
reservoirs in the Moxi structure are predominately 
dominated by upward migration and accumulation. Gas in 
the reservoirs below the Leikoupo Formation originates 
mainly from the upper Permian coals (Dai et al., 1998; Li, 
2012; Wang et al., 1998). Both vertical migration through 
faults and horizontal migration within the dolomite layers 
have a role in gas accumulation (Dai et al., 1998; Wang  
et al., 1998). 

In the Moxi gas field, the gas-water boundary of most 
reservoirs coincides with peaks of radon anomaly while 
known faults show high radon anomaly. Thus, faults, which 
promote slow upward movement of fluid at low 
permeability, are leakage paths and control the boundaries 
of gas pools (Jia et al., 2005). The depth of the gas-water 
interface in the lowest reservoir in T2l is ~3,000 m below 
the surface and is clearly controlled by some intra-layer 
faults mapped from boring data and seismic profiles (Bai, 
1992) (Figures 6 and 7). 
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Figure 7 Simplified geological cross-sections, stratigraphy, and major reservoirs along the profile marked by A-A’ in Figure 6  
(see online version for colours) 

 
Notes: The top plot shows radon anomaly. Peaks of radon anomaly are an indication of gas/water boundary, fault, and possible 

leakage channels. 
 

4 Role of gas production – a numerical 
simulation 

It is known that pore-elastic stressing from long-term 
extraction may impart substantial stresses on the 
surroundings and trigger earthquakes such as the well 
documented cases in the Lacq gas field in France (Segall, 
1992; Segall et al., 1994). In our cases, gas extraction from 
the upper reservoir in the Leikoupo formation (T2l) has been 
operated and depleted for several years, and the reservoir 
pressure had been significantly lowered. It is important to 
investigate the effect of gas extraction from the upper 
reservoir. We thus carried out fault stability analysis based 
on a simplified numerical simulation to estimate changes of 
Coulomb failure stress and slip tendency on the source fault 
of the Suining earthquake. 

4.1 Fault stability analysis – Coulomb failure stress 
and slip tendency 

Based on Coulomb failure law, the critical condition for 
rupturing on a pre-existing fault is 

( )e fτ μσ μ σ P= = −  (9) 

 

where τ, σ, and Pf are shear stress, normal stress, and pore 
pressure acting on the fault plane, respectively, and μ 
represents the sliding friction of the fault plane. In many 
cases, the in-situ stress tensor is not well defined, thus 
change in Coulomb failure stress (ΔCFS) is useful for fault 
stability analysis. 

eCFS τ μ σΔ = Δ − Δ  (10) 

As seen from above definition, the tendency of fault slip 
increases with increasing ΔCFS. The slip tendency of the 
fault is defined as the ratio of the shear stress and normal 
stress (Morris et al., 1996) and thus equals to the friction 
coefficient. 

/ eTs τ σ=  (11) 

Slip-tendency analysis is a technique that visualises the 
stress tensor in terms of its associated slip-tendency 
distribution and the relative likelihood and direction of slip 
on interfaces at all orientations (Morris et al., 1996). Under 
a uniform regional stress field, the most optimally oriented 
fault has the maximum slip tendency, as faults with greater 
slip tendency values are easier to rupture. 

Under the principal stress coordinate system (s1, s2, s3), 
the shear and normal stresses on a surface of given direction 
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cosines (l, m, n) can be calculated from the three principal 
stress magnitudes (σ1, σ2, σ3) as: 

( ) ( )
( )

2 22 2 2 2 2
1 2 2 3

2 2 2
3 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3

τ σ σ l m σ σ m n

σ σ n l
σ σ l σ m σ n

= − + −

+ −

= + +

 (12) 

Stress inversion based on earthquake mechanism solution 
can give only the direction of the principal stresses and the 
stress difference ratio (R), or equivalently, the shape ratio 
(φ) 

( )
( )

1 2

1 3

σ σR σ σ
−= −  (13) 

( )
( )

2 3

1 3
1 σ σR σ σ

−= − = −φ  (14) 

If σ1 – σ3 is not well constrained, we can assume that the 
frictional sliding envelope is tangential to the (σ1, σ3) Mohr 
circle. Then, the principal stresses are given by (Etchecopar 
et al., 1981; Gephart and Forsyth, 1984): 

( )1

2 1

3 1

1/ sin( ) 1 2σ k φ
σ σ kR
σ σ k

= +

= −
= −

 (15) 

where k is an unknown parameter, tanφ = 1 / tan(2θ) = μ. 
Finally, the shear stress and normal stress can be obtained 
by: 

1/22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2

(1 )

csc( ) 1 (1 )
2

τ k l m m n n l

φσ k m n

= − + +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
+⎛ ⎞= − − −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

φ φ

φ
 (16) 

Therefore, the slip tendency is independent on the unknown 
parameter k, and we can get a slip tendency normalised by 
the maximum. 

4.2 Coupled THM analysis 

The coupled thermal-hydraulic-mechanic (THM) analysis is 
carried out by two simulators: TOUGH2 and FLAC3D. 
TOUGH2 is a multiphase reservoir simulation program 
developed by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
(LBNL) in the US. FLAC-3D is a commercial software for 
stress analysis (Itasca, 2000). With couplers (Rutqvist et al., 
2002), the ‘TOUGH-FLAC’ approach has been used in the 
analysis of deformation accompanied with fluid flow in 
geothermal studies, and in natural fluid-driven seismicity 
(Cappa et al., 2009; Todesco et al., 2004). The geometry of 
the numerical model is shown in Figure 8. According the 
geological profile shown in Figure 7, four groups of 
formations are considered. The mechanical and hydraulic 
properties of each group are listed in Table 1. The far field 
boundaries are placed at a distance of 10 km to approximate 
infinite boundaries. The in-site stress are installed in all 
zones, and also applied as loads acting on the far-field 
boundaries. Since we focused on the stress change from gas 
extraction, precise in-site stress is not required. Hydraulic 
and mechanic symmetry boundary conditions are imposed 
on the planes at x = 0 and y = 0, thus our model is a 1/4 
symmetric model has dimensions of 10 km in X and Y 
directions, and 4 km in Z (depth) direction. This model is 
divided into grids by varying steps from 50 m to  
2,000 metre according to the distance from the centre point 
increases. In depth, it is equally split at 200 m intervals. The 
total numbers of zones are 9,379. Boundary conditions are 
rollers everywhere except on the top boundaries. For initial 
pore-pressure, hydrostatic pore pressure was assumed for 
upper formations, while the lower two formation are 
overpressured (R = 1.7). For simplicity, we did not include 
any fault in the numerical model. A reverse stress regime is 
assumed. The minimum principal stress is vertical and equal 
to the overburden weight. The X and Y axes are oriented 
along the maximum and minimum horizontal stress 
directions, respectively. Amplitude of horizontal stress is 
determined so that the optimal oriented faults were  
sub-critically stressed. 

Table 1 Major hydraulic and mechanical properties 

Property/formation J T3xj T2l T2j T1f 

Vp (Pe = 11 MPa), km/s 3.9~4.0    5.8 
Density, kg/m3 2,500    2,700 
K/G, GPa 21/13    50/30 
Frictional coefficient 0.6~0.8 ~0.7    
Bulk modulus, GPa 4.85 8 9 9 9 
Shear modulus, GPa 3.74 4.8 5.4 5.4 5.4 
Biot’s coefficient 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Ini. Perm.(k0), m2 1 × 10–15 1 × 10–18 1 × 10–16 1 × 10–17 1 × 10–17 
Porosity 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Note: Data in grey rows are obtained based on laboratory data (Lei et al., 2014). 
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Figure 8 Geometry of numerical model used for coupled THM 
analysis (see online version for colours) 

 
Note: See text for details. 

Figure 9 Changes of porepressure (P) and Coulomb failure 
stress (CFS) at 5 year since the depletion of the upper 
reservoir (see online version for colours) 

 
Notes: ΔCFS’ indicated the change CFS from rock 

deformation while ΔCFS (= ΔCFS’ – μΔP, μ: 
friction coefficient) represents the total change of 
CFS on the presumed fault plane. The estimated 
ruptured part (while line) of the Tongnan earthquake 
source fault (black dash line) are also showed. 

Due to limitation in production data, we cannot simulate the 
detailed gas extraction process. Since the upper reservoir 
was depleted for several years, and depleted reservoirs in 
this area may keep very low pressure (< 1 MPa) for many 
years, we simply set the initial pore-pressure in the ‘well’ 

zone located at the centre (x = 0, y = 0) and the top of the 
Leikoupo formation to 1 MPa and simulated stress changes 
with time. We developed a postprocessor to calculate ΔCFS 
and slip tendency for fault stability analysis. Figure 9 shows 
results after an elapsed time of five years. The change of 
Coulomb failure stress was calculated for virtual faults of 
given dip and rake angles, which are same to the estimated 
values of moment tensor inversion aforementioned. It is 
clearly demonstrated that gas production resulted in 
negative Coulomb failure stress to the source fault except 
the lower end part penetrated into the lower overpressured 
formation. Thus, gas extraction has one two-fold role. The 
major (and upper) part of the fault is prohibited. 

5 Discussion and conclusions 

It has been widely accepted that fluids play an important 
role in faulting mechanisms and the triggering of 
earthquakes. A multitude of evidence for the triggering of 
moderate size earthquakes by deep source fluid has been 
observed, such as a precursory diffuse carbon dioxide 
degassing signature (Salazar et al., 2002), seismic 
tomography results (e.g., Zhao et al., 1996), earthquake 
migration pattern (e.g., Antonioli, 2005; Miller et al., 2004), 
focal mechanism solutions (e.g., Terakawa et al., 2013), and 
remote triggering in geothermal active regions (e.g., Lei  
et al., 2011). 

In general, one earthquake always raises the odds that 
there will be another by a number of possible mechanisms, 
including: 

1 redistribution of stress on nearby faults 

2 viscoelastic recovery 

3 pore fluid diffusion. 

The aftershock productivity probably depends on several 
factors such as lithological properties, fault frictional 
properties and stress level acting on existing faults. A recent 
study showed that the productivity of the stacked aftershock 
sequences in different regions are inversely correlated with 
the heat flow and existence of deep sedimentary covers 
(Yang and Ben-Zion, 2009). In a hydrocarbon reservoir, 
fault reactivation can be caused by several factors (Wiprut 
and Zoback, 2000). The absence of recorded aftershocks 
following the Ms5.1 Suining earthquake implies that local 
conditions did not permit these mechanisms to work. As 
mentioned, the central Sichuan Basin uplift is characterised 
as an aseismic region, demonstrating a relatively lower 
stress level as compared with the shear strength of the 
existing faults in the region. Thus the factors associated 
with stress from a moderate size earthquake might be not 
enough to produce significant seismicity. From this point, 
we can get some insight from the injection-induced 
seismicity in nearby gas reservoirs, approximately 150 km 
southwest of the Suining earthquake epicentre. Injection of 
unwanted water in to the Permian formations at a depth of 
2,700 m, had induced a greater number of earthquakes 
including some M5 class earthquakes (Lei et al., 2008, 
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2013). By applying the epidemic type aftershock sequence 
(ETAS) model to the injection-induced earthquake data sets, 
it is possible to statistically separate the forced seismicity 
and self-triggered seismicity. Here, the forced seismicity 
corresponds to seismicity associated with injection factors, 
while the self-triggered represents Omori’s law of 
aftershocks. In these cases, except some earlier periods of 
seismicity, the self-triggered seismicity takes only a few 
tens of percent. Aftershock productivity, including that of 
some M~5 class earthquakes, is extremely low when 
compared with normal tectonic earthquakes. Seismicity 
quickly died out after the shut-down of injection wells. Pore 
pressure was raised and maintained by injection and is 
considered as a dominant factor causing swarm seismicity. 

With the considerations mentioned, integrated analysis 
of the focal parameters, the local petroleum geology, and 
numerical results we propose a possible model for the M5.1 
Suining isolated earthquake. This model is similar to the 
fault-valve model (Sibson, 2007; Sibson et al., 1975) and 
episodic flow model (Byerlee, 1993), in which episodic gas 
injection from the underlying and overpressured (note the 
pressure ratio is as high as 2.13~2.26) Jialingjiang formation 
plays a role in activating the pre-existing fault and 
triggering the earthquake (Figure 6). As mentioned in 
Section 3, studies have shown indications of gas migration 
from Jialingjiang formation to Leikou formation. Thus, the 
fault-valve model could work for faults in the Leikou 
formation which reaches or cuts the mudstone layer at the 
bottom of Leikou formation. In this model, ruptures 
nucleate on a small patch, which is locally weakened by 
overpressure from an overpressured gas pocket and stress 
from gas extraction in the upper reservoir. The ruptures then 
propagate out along the fault driven by a much lower, 
average background stress, with such propagation enabled 
by strong fault weakening processes activated during 
dynamic slip. Since the Jialingjiang formation is also 
characterised by low permeability, the fault could be 
quickly healed due to reduction of pressure in the injection 
spot. Unfortunately, we have no data directly demonstrating 
fault-valve behaviour. A similar model with direct evidence 
of gas flow (CO2) has been observed elsewhere (Salazar  
et al., 2002). 
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